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Azalpena
Energia modu ideala biltegiratu, garraiatu, banatu eta erabil daitekeena da, eta elektrizitatea asko
hurbiltzen zaio ideal horri. Egungo elektrizitate ekoizpenak ingurumenean eragina duten prozesu fisiko
eta kimiko kontsolidatuak ditu oinarri, eta beraz, berotegi efektuko gas ugari ekoizten dituztenak, eta
gainera, berriztagarriak ez diren zenbait baliabide natural ere murrizten dituztenak. Baliabide horiek
ordezkatzeko bilaketak irekita eta aktibo dirauen bitartean, egoera hobetzen saiatu beharko ginateke,
aldi berean energia forma ez hain finduak elektrizitate bilakatzeko prozesuak hobetuta. Hobekuntza
horietako bat eragin termoelektriko batean oinarritzen da, zeinaren bitartez gailu beraren zatien arteko
tenperatura gradiente bat elektrizitate bihur daitekeen. Kasu horretan, tenperatura gradientea
seguruenik ekoizpen metodo nagusiaren hondar beroaren bitartez lortzen da. Prozesu hori garbia izan
ohi da, ulertuta gailuek denbora tarte oso luzea izaten dutela, izan ere, bai prozesu kimikoak (idealki)
bai pieza mugikorrak, absente izaten dira. Eraginkortasun handiko termoelektrizitate baten bilaketak
etekin handia atera die nanoteknologiako aurrerabideei –bero difusioak eta elektrizitateak mutatu egiten
dute konbertsio termoelektrikoa–. Berez, termino fisikoetan, garraio elektrikoarekin eta termikoarekin
loturiko arazo konbinatu eta zaila da.

Bilaketa horrek arrakasta izango du bakarrik komunitate esperimentala eta teorikoa elkartzen badira,
arazo komunak identifikatzen badituzte eta arazoen bilaketan beren esperientzia partekatzen badute.
Energia eraginkorraren ekoizpena gure planetarentzat mesedegarria izateaz gain, oinarri sendoa da
industria hedapenari begira, irtenbideetako asko hainbat merkatutan aplika baitaitezke.

Helburuak

Konbertsio termoelektrikoaren eraginkortasuna hobetzen lagunduko duten teoria eta material
berritzaileak elkartrukatzea.

Etorkizun aurreikusgarri batean Espainiako komunitate zientifikoaren presentzia sendotzea energia
berriztagarrien abangoardian. Komunitate nazional sendo bat eraikitzea ezinbestekoa da aplikazio
zientifiko, teknologiko eta industrial zabalak dituen arlo batean Espainiak duen posizioa hobetzeko.

Ekitaldi honek helburu gisa energia termoelektrikoaren konbertsioaren inguruan lan komunitate bat
ezartzea xede duten beste ekitaldi sorta baten lehenengoa izan nahi du.

Gure xedea zientzialari gazteei beren lorpenak ibilbide sendoa duten zientzialariekin batera aurkezteko
aukerak ematea da.

Ikastaroaren laguntzaile espezifikoak

http://www.ciencia.gob.es
http://www.mineco.gob.es
http://www.euskadi.eus/gobierno-vasco/departamento-educacion/
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Zuzendaritza

Roberto D'Agosta

UPV/EHU

Roberto D'Agosta is a Ikerbasque Research Professor in the Department of Materials Science of the
University of the Basque Country in San Sebastian. A PhD in Physics from the University of Rome "Tre"
and the degree in Physics from the University of Rome "La Sapienza", Roberto has spent 2 years at the
University of Missouri - Columbia and 3 years at the University of California - San Diego before joining
Ikerbasque. His research interest have spanned from cold atoms physics, to strong correlation to
thermoelectric materials.

Andres Cantarero Saez

Universidad de Valencia, Institute of Molecular Science

Andres Cantarero studied in the University of Valencia, where he got a position of Assistant Professor
during his Ph. D. After the postdoctoral stay at the Max Planck Institute of Solid State Physics
(Stuttgart), he returned to Valencia, where he got a permanent position. He is now Full Prof. on
Condensed Matter Physics. He has taught the last few years Classical Electrodynamics, Solid State
Physics and Electricity and Magnetism, in the Physics Faculty, keeping a General Physics course in
Electronic Engineer School. Most of his research has been devoted to studying semiconductor
nanostructures (quantum wells, quantum dots, nanowires, etc.), working mainly with group IV or III-V
compounds, paying attention, particularly, to their optical properties. He also has been working on
theory, either in phenomenological models or DFT calculations. He has published over 320 papers in
peer review journals and attended to 300-350 Conferences, where he presented mainly contributed or
invited talks.
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Irakasleak

Nicolas Agrait Agrait

Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Nicolás Agrait has been full professor in the Condensed Matter Physics Department of the Universidad
Autonoma de Madrid (UAM) since 2007. He has developed state-of-the-art scanning probe techniques
for studying transport in the nanoscale and performed pioneering studies of transport in nanocontacts,
making relevant fundamental contributions to the understanding of quantum transport in nanometer-
sized conductors, such as conductance quantization, the relation between chemical valence and
quantum channels, and the discovery of the formation of single-atom atomic chains of which he also
measured its mechanical properties and the inelastic scattering of electrons by the atomic vibrations.
Presently, the activity of his group focuses in single-molecule molecular junctions and 2d crystals, with
special emphasis in thermal transport and thermoelectric effects.

Davide Donadio ---

University of California

Davide Donadio is a theoretical materials scientist. He earned his Ph.D. in 2003 at the University of
Milan, with a work that featured electronic structure calculations and molecular dynamics simulations of
silicate glasses. He then moved to ETH Zurich (Prof. Parrinello’s group), where he studied materials at
extreme conditions and crystal nucleation. In 2007 he joined Prof. Galli’s group at UC Davis and worked
on nanoscale heat transport in thermoelectrics. From 2010 to 2015 he lead the Max Planck Research
Group for “Theory of nanostructures” at the MPI for Polymer Research in Mainz (Germany),
investigating non-equilibrium processes at the nanoscale by molecular simulations. In 2014 he was
appointed Ikerbasque professor at DIPC (Donostia, Spain), and he then moved to UC Davis, where he
continues his activity on crystallization, surface chemistry, and nanophononics. He has published 108
peer-reviewed articles and three book chapters.
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Thomas Frederiksen

Donostia International Physics Center and Ikerbasque

Thomas Frederiksen (TF) obtained his PhD in physics in 2007 from the Technical University of Denmark
on the topic of inelastic transport theory for nanoscale systems. In 2008 he was awarded a 5-year
Gipuzkoa Fellowship to carry out research at the Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC) and
abroad. In 2012 he was appointed Ikerbasque Research Professor at the DIPC where he leads a research
group on Nanoelectronics. TF is one of the main developers of the DFT-NEGF code "Inelastica" to
perform atomistic simulations of inelastic electron transport and local heating in nanoscale devices.

Woochul Kim

Yonsei University

Prof. Woochul Kim received his Ph.D. at U. C. Berkeley in 2005. He has been in Yonsei University since
2007. He was a consulting professor at LG Innotek and a principal investigator for the ‘National Leading
Research Laboratory’ supported by the Korean government. He is the recipient of the Prime Minister’s
Award in Nanotechnology Research Innovation in 2017, Young Thermal Engineer Award by Korean
Society of Mechanical Engineers (KSME) in 2013, KSTP TPP Award in 2015 and KSTP Research
Excellence Award in 2013 (Korean Society of Thermophysical Properties). His expertise is to manipulate
thermal transport in materials by micro/nanostructures. Also, he has been working on thermoelectrics
from materials aspect to device application for a couple of decades or so.

María Soledad Martín González

Instituto de Micro y Nanotecnologia (IMN) of the CSIC

Dr. Marisol Martin-Gonzalez is the head of the Functional Nanostructured Devices for Energy at the
Institute of Micro and Nanotechnology –IMN-CSIC-. She holds a Ph.D. degree since 2000 working on
electrodeposition of High-temperature Superconductors. Afterward, she did her postdoc at UC Berkeley
on nanostructuration of thermoelectric materials by electrochemical techniques, where she obtained
pioneer results. In 2003 she joined the Instituto de Microelectronica IMM-CSIC, where she worked on
nanostructuration and characterizations in perpendicular magnetic recording, hard drives, and
magnetic-semiconductors (Spintronics). Since 2007, she is a permanent researcher at CSIC and got an
ERC Starting Grant, ERC POC, 2 European projects, 3 national projects as PI. She is the author of > 100
papers with more than 4000 citations. Regarding technology transference, she has the rights of 4
patents and is the managing partner and scientific consultant of a spin-off enterprise called AD-Particles.
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Muhammet Toprak

KTH-Royal Institute of Technology

Muhammet Toprak received his BS in Chemistry Education from Middle East Technical University
(METU, Ankara-Turkey) and his PhD in Materials Chemistry at KTH- Royal Institute of Technology
(Stockholm-Sweden), specializing in inorganic materials chemistry and nanotechonology. He worked as
a Post-doc at the University of California at Santa Barbara on biomimetic assembly routes for the
fabrication of nanomaterials. He received the Docent title in 2009 and Professor in 2015 on Materials
Chemistry. He is currently a staff member at the Department of Applied Physics KTH. Prof. Toprak's
research and technical expertise focus on designing and developing novel nanomaterials architectures
with desired characteristics; developing energy and resource effective synthesis methods as well as
detailed microstructural, physicochemical, thermo-physical and transport characterisations.  Currently
his work is focusing on design, fabrication, characterisation and application to materials for energy.

Matthieu Verstraete

University of Liege

Matthieu Verstraete is a Professor in the Department of Physics of the University of Liege in Belgium,
since 2009. My group is part of the QMAT and CESAM research units, on the physics and chemistry of
atomic to macroscopic materials. Our research focusses on the coupling of electrons, magnetism and
phonons in condensed matter and nanostructures, in particular thermoelectricity, spin dynamics, and 2D
materials. Since 2010 I have been a research team leader of the European Theoretical Spectroscopy
Facility, and since 2012 the chairman of its Steering Committee. In 2016 I was elected Fellow of the
American Physical Society, and in 2017 Member of the Young Academy of Europe. I have published
more than 70 papers (h-index of 24, i-10 index 32), of which some very highly cited ones, in particular on
first principles open source codes (abinit, octopus, BoltzTraP).

Clivia Sotomayor Torres

Institut Cátala de Nanosciencia y Nanotecnologia (ICN2) and ICCREA
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Prof. Dr. Clivia M. Sotomayor Torres
(www.icrea.cat/Web/ScientificStaff/clivia-marfa-sotomayor-torres-422 ) obtained her BSc. (Hons.) in
Physics (U. Southampton) and her Dr. Phil. in Physics (U. Manchester) with a thesis on semiconductor
physics. She has held tenured academic appointments at St Andrews, Glasgow, Wuppertal and at
University College Cork. Since 2008 she is an ICREA Research Professor at the ICN2 where she leads
the 17-strong Phononic and Photonic Nanostructures group (www.icn2-p2n.eu/). She was a Visiting
Professor at KTH (2013-18). Her main research field is nanophononics, focusing on phonons in confined
systems, thermal transport, optomechanics and topological phononics. Her research interest extend to
nanofabrication and nanometrology. She works actively in several European projects and currently
coordinates the FET Open project PhENOMEN on phonon circuits.
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Matrikula prezioak
MATRIKULA 2019-06-12 ARTE

Matrikula orokorra 90,00 EUR

Hizlari gonbidatua 0 EUR
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Kokalekua

Materialen Fisika Zentroa (CSIC-UPV/EHU)

Manuel Lardizabal pasealekua, 4. 20018 Donostia / San Sebastián

Gipuzkoa


